Service Learning Opportunity

- opportunity to become familiar with the profession of graphic recording and to work with the pros side-by-side
- sponsored by the CCSF Office of Mentoring and Service Learning
- directed and supervised by Regina Rowland with Amy Conger’s assistance
- hourly rate $9, academic credit as student in GRPH 68
- requires the completion of paperwork and contracting with the college, training, performance at event, reflection

Graphic Recording at Peace Conference, April 22, Evergreen College (near San Jose)
- several spaces available, talk to Regina
- for more information about graphic recording please go to <http://www.visualpractitioner.org>

Skills/Orientation Needed:
— excellent listening and synthesizing skills
— ability to quickly understand, hold, and follow information (even with unfamiliar content)
  and to sort through it to determine importance, priority, relationship between parts, and relevance
— visual mapping skills: translating information given into an attractive and engaging visual language system
  (combination and integration of images, color, symbols, and words)
— confidence and personality to work in public in front of a large audience, record in real time, sometimes
  under stressful circumstances
— calm, centered, grounded, culturally sensitive, empathetic towards the issue/cause and participants
  highly organized, punctual, reliable, good collaborator, able to navigate to conference, available for training

great experience!!!!